STEP 1 - MOUNT EMR-3MP0 INTO EXISTING MP3000 CUTOUT

STEP 2 - SLIDE T-CLAMP INTO TOP T-SLOT TO ADAPTER PANEL SURFACE.

STEP 3 - SLIDE T-CLAMP INTO BOTTOM T-SLOT TO ADAPTER PANEL SURFACE.
STEP 4 - SLIDE THE CONVERSION BOX ASSEMBLY DOWN ONTO THE RELAY BODY.

NOTE:
The rear wall of the conversion box fits over the slots of the T-clamps.

STEP 5 - SECURE CONVERSION BOX ASSEMBLY TO RELAY BODY.

NOTE:
Screws are inserted into holes on each side of the conversion box and engage threaded holes in T-clamps.

STEP 4 - SECURE CONVERSION BOX ASSEMBLY GROUND WIRE TO RELAY GROUND STUD.